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RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED

June 7th-

‘Relationship’

Matthew 5:27-32

June 14th-

‘Integrity’

Matthew 5:33-37

June 21st-

‘Love your Enemy’

Matthew 5:38-48

June 28th-

‘Humility’

Matthew 6:1-8
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Pastor’s Musing
Greetings Church Family,
We are about 11 weeks in with no in-person worship. Wait, maybe it’s 10? 12? To be honest, I
sometimes forget what day it is, especially on the weekends. Every day feels like a scene
from Groundhog Day. As these days have turned into weeks, many of us are anxious and eager to get
back to worship. Over these past almost three months, we all have had to adapt as our routines have
been disrupted. We’ve all learned the importance of being intentional. With habits that keep us balanced
thrown out the window, we’ve had to take on the personal responsibility for self-care—finding time to
spend with the Lord, calling our friends to check-in, and making sure we aren’t sedentary. And just when
we feel like the light is at the end of the tunnel, that we will be able to worship sooner than later, our
country is hit again. At night rioters and looters dramatically overtake the peaceful protests, and once
again, our emotions are thrown for a loop.
For many of my friends and me, we have never experienced something quite like this in our lifetime.
We turn on the news, listen to the radio, or go on the internet, and it can almost be overwhelming. But
then I stop, and I think about how our history. I think about how as a country we have gone through so
much and each time darkness is going to fall, light shines through. It’s at that moment I know we’re going
to get through this. There might be some tough moments ahead of us, but the light will shine through. And
for that light to shine through, it starts with us, as followers of Christ to be that light.
I am reminded of Psalm 34:14 that says, “Turn from evil and do good; seek peace and pursue it.”
Throughout His life, Jesus did exactly that. Christ turned from evil and did good, no matter the
consequences, and His Sermon on the Mount is a testament to that. He taught the disciples what it meant
to turn from evil and do good, to seek peace and pursue it. And so, for June, as we continue in our series
called On the Mount, we faithfully seek to discover what it means to do good in our lives and to seek
peace with our brothers and sisters. We faithfully ask what it means to be a follower of God, and just like
the past three months, we continue to adapt and learn, trusting that no matter how dark it might feel,
God’s light is always shining.
In His Love,

Pastor Rich
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Prayers & Concerns

June Birthdays

…Bill Wentsel…Ed Workman…Helen Reynolds…
…Harriette Mayo…Nancy Wannberg…Olive Schofield…

Chris Sutton
Junia Jones
Helga Ralph
Bea Reed
Ellen Davisson

…Kyle Bollar…Wilfred Blanke…Marie Toland…Sharon Risley…
…Bonnie Mowry…Terri Nason…Julie Wilson…Ben Civiletti…
…Tom Wilson…Gail Mann…Chris Wannberg…
…Beth Comer…John Stratton.…Mark Cannon…

Manuel & Carol Jamison
Fanning & Deanna Oakley

June 25
June 25

June 4
June 11
June 19
June 19
June 28

